
A		DETAILED		SURVEY		OF		THE		NEWLY		DESIGNED		FEDERAL			
						RESERVE		NOTES		OF		SERIES		1996		TO		DATE	

by Carlson R. Chambliss 

 In the last July/August issue of Paper Money I presented you with a detailed survey of $1 FRNs.  I wish 
to follow this up with a fairly thorough coverage of the newly designed FRNs for $5s through $100s.  With 
Series 1990 the BEP introduced a number of innovations on its $10 through $100 notes.  The most noticeable of 
these were the use of vertical plastic strips that were inserted into each note and the use of micro-lettering in the 
portraits of the faces of these notes.  The $5s were unaffected at this time, and the $5 notes of Series 1993 and 
1995 are identical in appearance to those of their immediate predecessors.  The plastic strips state the 
denomination of the note, and these were designed to glow a specific color under ultraviolet light.  The colors 
used were orange for $10, green for $20, yellow for $50, and red for $100.  When strips were added to the new 
$5s their plastic strips glowed blue under UV light.  Despite these new features, however, the notes of Series 
1990-95 looked very much the same as their predecessors.  These features did make the new notes more difficult 
to counterfeit, but to a person casually handling them hardly any changes were apparent in these notes. 

By the 1980s counterfeiting of U. S. paper money in foreign countries had become a serious problem. 
Most significant of all were the so-called “Super $100s” that were apparently printed in the Middle East.  Since 
the $100 note plays a far greater role in international commerce than does any other denomination of U. S. 
currency and since it is also the note that is most widely counterfeited, the Treasury Department quite logically 
decided to focus its attentions first on new designs for this value.  The $50 and $20 would then follow in that 
order.  No $100 or $50 FRNs were printed in Series 1995, but $20s continued to be printed and issued in this 
series before the new $20 notes could be introduced with Series 1996. 

The various design changes that were introduced in Series 1996 $100, $50, and $20 FRNs and in Series 
1999 $10 and $5 notes should all be familiar to you.  For the first time in many years watermarks were used, and 
these feature a representation of the individual who is portrayed on the note in question.  The portraits are much 
larger than previous, and in the case of the $5 notes an entirely different portrait of Abraham Lincoln was used. 
It is, in fact, the portrait that was used on the $500 gold certificates of Series 1882 and 1922.  The micro-
lettering is continued, but apparently this feature was not regarded as being very successful on the notes of 
Series 1990-95.  It is admittedly very difficult to replicate micro-lettering on a photocopying machine, but it is 
not a feature that can readily be picked up with the naked eye by a casual observer.  Large numerals in dichroic 
inks were used on the $10s, $20s, $50s, & $100s. These appear to change color when viewed at different angles. 

Various changes were made to the back designs for these notes.  The frieze on the Lincoln Memorial was 
cleaned up quite a bit so that the names of the states on it could now be read.  Both the Treasury Building and 
the White House are now depicted as they appear from their front sides.  The U. S. Capitol is now seen from its 
west side rather than its east side as previous.  The vignette least changed was that of Independence Hall which 
still appears very much as it did on the earlier $100s.  The Lincoln portrait on the new $5 note was engraved by 
Will Fleishell, that of Hamilton on the $10 note by Kenneth Kipperman, and those of the three higher 
denominations by Thomas Hipschen.  Mr. Hipschen also engraved the vignettes used on the backs of the new 
$5, $20, $50, and $100 notes, while Christopher Madden engraved the back for the new $10 note.  All of this 
work, of course, was done at the BEP. 

Although these notes continued to be printed on sheets of 32 subjects, there were radical changes in the 
third printing.  A “generic” Federal Reserve seal printed in black replaces the district seals that are found on the 
earlier issues.  The serial number is initiated not with a district letter but with a series letter that is A in the case 
of Series 1996.  This continues with each series and is now up to the letter M that is used on the Series 2013 
notes.  The district letter then follows as part of the serial number, and then the district letter and number –  Al, 
B2, etc. – is printed in black ink in the upper left quadrant below the serial number.  The serial number itself 
along with the Treasury seal continues to be printed in green ink.  Notes printed at the DC facility continue to 
have no markings, while those printed in Fort Worth have a tiny FW to the left of the sheet position letter. 
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 Let us look at the details of each of the five denominations of these notes beginning with the $5 note. 
This denomination, which suffers little from counterfeiting problems, was given the least priority by Treasury 
officials, and there was even some question as to whether or not a colorized version of this note should be 
produced.  The decision about the new designs for $5 notes was largely left to BEP officials.  Apparently the 
outgoing BEP director Thomas Ferguson, who left office in 2006, did not favor the colorization of $5 notes, 
while the new director Larry Felix strongly supported this change.  Indeed the change was made, but it was not 
until Series 2006 before such notes were printed.  The newly designed $5 notes of Series 1999 were released to 
the public on May 24, 2000, which was the same day for the release of the new $10 notes.  The details of the 
recent $5 FRNs are as follows: 

Series Letter    No. Dist.    No. Blocks     Total Notes     No.Stars       Stars Printed    Star Rate 
1999       B    4 / 12    4 / 24       1.626 B        1 / 7      33.80 M      2.08% 
2001       C   -- / 12    -- / 25      1.664 B      -- /  2      8.32 M      0.80% 
2003       D          5 / 12           6 / 17        1.286 B   1 / 2      8.96 M           0.70% 
2003A    F   -- / 12    -- / 25        1.754 B          -- / 3    5.63 M   0.32%    
2006 ncol     H          -- / 6     -- / 6        0.410 B         -- / --             ----           --- 

2006 col       I           -- / 12   -- / 25        2.077 B     -- / 4    10.62 M       0.51%     
2009       J    6 / 12    8 / 16        0.992 B          2 / --  7.86 M           0.74% 
2013            M         12 / --           42 / --         3.315 B           6 / 1       23.68 M           0.71% 

 The recent $5 notes were produced largely in Fort Worth until Series 2013 when the production of this 
value was shifted almost entirely to DC.  Both the non-colorized and the colorized versions were printed in 
Series 2006, but these two quite different printings have different initial series letters.  Apparently there were a 
few problems in working with the newly designed notes.  The star rate for the last of the older series (Series 
1995) was only 0.43% instead of the 2.08% recorded for Series 1999.  No stars were printed in Series 2009 at 
the Fort Worth facility.  The reason seems to be that a large supply of Series 2006 plates was still on hand. 
Although quite a few block varieties are existent, none can be regarded as rarities.  Only the G* and L* varieties 
of Series 2006 would be regarded as even scarce.  Nonetheless most dealers do not stock all district or block 
varieties of $5 FRNs of this vintage, and assembling a full set of these types by either district or block will prove 
challenging.  For Series 2013 the production data are complete through September, 2017.   

 For the $10 notes the newly designed FRNs of Series 1999 were released on May 24, 2000, which is the 
same day on which the new $5s were issued.  These notes featured both a plastic strip that glowed orange under 
UV light and a watermark of Alexander Hamilton in the right side.  A large “10” printed in dichroic ink is 
featured in the lower right portion of the face.  Notes of this basic type were printed through Series 2003, but 
with Series 2004A a new colorized type was introduced.  Production began on these in September, 2005, and 
they were released to the public on March 2, 2006.  There is an overall coloration in light orange on their faces, 
and the torch from the Statue of Liberty on the left and the slogan “We The People” on the right both printed in 
rose are also featured on the faces of these notes.  The data for the individual series are as follows: 

Series      Letter   No. Dist.     No. Blocks    Total Notes   No. Stars    Stars Printed      Star Rate 
1999          B         12 / 5   17 / 6   1.267 B      3 / 4      39.75 M    3.14% 
2001 C           8 / 8     11 / 12         1.069 B         3 / 2      8.64 M            0.81% 
2003 D         12 / 8     13 / 11   1.009 B      5 / --        4.70 M      0.47% 

2004A       G         -- / 12   -- / 14    0.851 B     -- / 5       10.12 M      1.19%  
2006 I          -- / 12  -- / 22   1.530 B     -- / 3         3.33 M      0.22% 
2009 J          -- / 12              -- / 25         1.466 B        -- / 4         7.94 M      0.54% 
2013         M         -- / 12  -- / 23         1.855 B        -- / 2              7.04 M    0.38% 

 As can be seen from these data, all production of colorized $10 notes has been from the Fort Worth 
facility.  As is normal for notes with new designs, the star rate was highest for the first series using that design. 
For the last series using the old designs (Series 1995) the star rate was only 0.59%, but it jumped to 3.14% for 
the new Series 1999.  It seems that fewer problems were encountered in the production of the colorized notes. 
The data on Series 2013 are complete through July, 2017.  A number of the star notes are fairly scarce.  This 
would be particularly true of the F* note of Series 2004A.  It is claimed that only 9600 examples of these were 
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printed, but they were distributed in an ANA convention in 2006.  Thus they are not as rare as this total printing 
would seem to indicate.  

Although Series 1996 $20 FRNs were first issued on September 24, 1998, this was 11 months after the 
$50s of this series were issued and 18 months after the first $100s of Series 1996 were issued.  Although 
counterfeit $20s do pose some problems, these are far less serious than are the challenges that are posed with 
fake $100s.  During this interim $20 FRNs of Series 1995 continued to be printed, and these items resembled 
quite closely their counterparts of previous years.  As has already been noted, the major changes of design in 
Series 1996 involved a new vignette of the White House as seen from its front side and a much larger portrait of 
Andrew Jackson.   

The $20 notes were the first of the FRNs to appear in colorized format.  Production on these began in April, 
2003 at the DC facility and in June, 2003 at the FW facility.  These notes, which are Series 2004, were first 
released to the public on October 9, 2003.  The $20 notes, in fact, are the only colorized FRNs to appear in 
Series 2004.  The overall tint on these notes is bluish green combined with a peach-colored tint that appears 
around the center of each note. A depiction of an eagle printed in light blue ink appears on the left side of each 
note, and the right side features two lines of “Twenty USA” in the same pale blue shade.  The backsides of these 
notes feature numerous repetitions of the number 20 printed with golden yellow ink.   

In 2007 the BEP installed Super Orlof Intaglio (SOI) presses at both of its facilities.  Apparently these 
presses were put into operation without any problems whatsoever.  Nonetheless the $20 notes printed at the DC 
facility with SOI presses can be distinguished from those printed with older presses by the size of their check 
numbers in their upper right corners.  Those printed with SOI presses are substantially larger on notes printed on 
these presses than on those printed with the earlier Giori presses.  But this applies only to $20 notes printed at 
the DC facility, and both versions are quite common.  It also seems that variations in the sizes of check numbers 
on $20 notes have continued with more recent series.  As a result, the syngraphic community has shown almost 
no interest in collecting different versions of $20 notes printed in DC based on the sizes of their check numbers. 
In recent years $20 FRNs have been produced in very large numbers at both facilities of the BEP.  Unlike the 
$2, $5, $10, and $50 notes, which are largely made at one facility, both facilities make large numbers of these 
notes, and the production data for the $20 notes are as follows.  The data for Series 2013 are complete through 
September, 2017. 

Series      Letter     No. Dist.    No. Blocks     Total Notes      No. Stars     Stars Printed    Star Rate 
1996           A            6 / 8          36 / 46          6.861 B     4 / 5   50.56 M          0.74% 
1999           B            6 / 7          18 / 20          2.918 B     3 / 3   20.48 M          0.70% 
2001           C            3 / 9    9 / 27          2.560 B     1 / 3     9.92 M          0.39% 

2004           E            6 / 9          37 / 30          5.427 B     4 / 5   36.48 M          0.67% 
2004A        G   9 / 6        14 / 12          2.138 B    4 / 1      11.97 M     0.56% 
2006           I   12 / 8        39 / 25          4.333 B     6 / 3  26.30 M         0.61% 
2009           J   12 / 6          44 / 15          4.218 B     5 / 3   24.67 M         0.58% 
2013          M 12 / 7           61 / 28           7.434 B    6 / 2            20.16 M     0.27% 

 Apparently not too many difficulties were encountered with producing the new designs either with 
Series 1996 or with Series 2004.  The star rate for the last of the older issues (Series 1995), however, as a mere 
0.23%.   Relatively few varieties of star notes were produced for the new types of $20s.  Clearly most of these 
were produced to take care of spoiled notes and not to meet the demands of collectors.  Assembling a complete 
set of these notes by serial number blocks would be a formidable task, although none of them are noted as being 
rare.  A few of the replacement varieties, however, are regarded as being uncommon, but whether or not any 
should be considered as rare remains to be seen. 

The major change on the newly designed $50 notes was to switch the view of the U. S. Capitol from the 
east side to the west side.  The portrait of U. S. Grant was also enlarged.  More radical changes were introduced 
when this note was colorized beginning with Series 2004.  Clouds were added to the vignette of the Capitol, and 
the overall tint was lilac rose and either end with shades of yellowish buff in the middle.  An American flag 
printed in pastel shades of blue and red was printed on the left and right sides of the faces of these notes.  The 
notes of Series 1996 were issued to the public on October 27, 1997, while the first colorized $50 notes of Series 
2004 were first issued on September 28, 2004.  Notes for $50 have significantly less use than do those for $20 
and $100, and so these notes exist in fewer series than do either of these other two denominations.  The notes of 
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the first type were printed only at the DC facility, while those of the current type have been printed only at Fort 
Worth.  The production data for these notes are as follows, and the data for Series 2013 are complete through 
September, 2017. 

Series     Letter    No. Dist.   No. Blocks       Total Notes      No. Stars    Stars Printed     Star Rate 
1996          A  12 / --         24 / --    1.702 B           4 / --     11.52 M          0.68% 
2001          C  12 / --         12 / --    0.237 B           2 / --       0.96 M          0.41% 

2004          E  -- / 12         -- / 13    0.400 B           -- / 3       8.48 M          2.12% 
2004A       G   -- / 7        -- / 7    0.246 B        -- / 2            2.62 M          1.06% 
2006          I   -- / 12         -- / 13    0.650 B           -- / 2       1.15 M          0.18% 
2009          J   -- / 12         -- / 13    0.666 B           -- / 3       4.48 M          0.67% 
2013         M  -- / 12         -- / 18    0.931 B           -- / 3       4.48 M          0.48% 

 Apparently the transition from the previous issue (Series 1993) to the newly designed notes of Series 
1996 went very smoothly, since the star rate was actually somewhat higher for the previous series (0.71%) than 
it was for the newly designed notes.  A star rate of 2.12%, however, is rather high, and thus there clearly some 
difficulties initially in producing the colorized notes.  The star rate for Series 2006 was extremely low, however, 
and by this time all production difficulties seem to have been straightened out.  Although no scarce notes are 
reported for the non-star notes, the B* note of Series 2004A does seem to be decidedly scarce.  Only 64,000 of 
these are reported to have been printed, and this variety continues to remain very elusive. 

The presence of good quality counterfeits of the $100 notes is probably the major reason why the Treasury 
Department wanted to introduce new designs for most FRNs in the 1990s.  Oddly enough the vignette of 
Independence Hall used on the new Series 1996 notes remained unchanged from that used on the previous 
issues of $100 notes.  The portrait of Benjamin Franklin, however, was much enlarged from what was used on 
previous issues of this value.  Initially all $100 notes were printed at the DC facility, and that remained true up 
through Series 2006.  Since then, however, $100 FRNs have been produced at both facilities of the BEP, but the 
recent most $100 notes all seem to be printed at Fort Worth. 

Although the production of the newly designed $100s in Series 1996 to 2006A went smoothly with 
spoilage rates that were comparable to those of their predecessors, the same cannot be said for the newer, 
colorized versions.  These notes feature radical new changes, and apparently the BEP “bit off more than it could 
chew” in their initial production.  The vignette of Independence Hall was switched to a view from the back side, 
and a large “100” was added to that side.  The face included both a quill pen and an inkwell that were printed in 
two different colors of dichroic ink.  These notes had an underprint that was light blue in color, and without 
doubt these notes are the most colorful of the five denominations of newly designed notes. 

The outstanding feature on the new $100s is a holographic strip onto which a row of bells is imprinted.  As 
the note is tilted, these bells will appear to move.  These notes also have a UV sensitive plastic strip that glows 
red under UV light and a watermark of Benjamin Franklin.  It was the holographic strip, however, that caused 
serious production problems.  The designs for the new colorized $100 notes of Series 2009 were kept top secret 
until their details were released to the public on April 21, 2010.  Plans were made to release these notes for 
circulation on February 10, 2011, but by then it was clear that there were serious problems with the production 
of these notes.  It seems that the presence of the holographic strips resulted in numerous gutter folds, and there 
was considerable spoilage in the notes that were processed.  Several new dates for the release of these notes 
were announced, but it is clear that the problems that the BEP was encountering in their production were quite 
serious. 

International demand for $100 notes is very heavy, and so two new series not previously planned were 
eventually printed in substantial quantities.  The Series 2006 $100 notes featuring an initial letter H and the 
signatures of Cabral and Paulson were in production from February, 2007 to May, 2010.  To supply the demand 
for more $100s it was decided to print a Series 2006A with these same signatures but with an initial letter K. 
These notes were printed between January, 2011 and May, 2013 largely at the FW facility of the BEP.  They 
bore the same signatures despite the fact that these individuals were no longer in office.  Meanwhile production 
attempts on the new colorized $100s were continuing at both facilities.  An added complication was that the 
Federal Reserve System was reluctant for some time to accept the new Series 2009 notes because of their 
numerous errors.  After many months of intense effort, however, it seems that the difficulties in their production 
were finally resolved.  Basically the Series 2009 $100 notes that bore the signatures of Rios and Gaithner and 
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the initial letter J were printed between February, 2010 and September, 2011 but were then placed into storage. 
Beginning in October, 2011 a new Series 2009A having an initial letter L and the same signatures began to be 
printed at Fort Worth.  Production of notes of this series began much later at the DC facility. 

On April 24, 2013 it was announced that the new colorized $100 FRNs would be released into circulation 
on October 8, 2013, and this time the scheduled release was adhered to, at least for the new Series 2009A notes. 
What was to happen to the approximately 1.44 billion $100 notes of Series 2009?  These had cost the taxpayers 
at least 15 cents each to make, and disposing of them would have been a major undertaking.  Doubtless there 
would have also been some leakages.  In an few instances in the past, as with the $10 SCs of Series 1933A or 
the $5 SCs of Series 1953C, the destruction of the unissued notes was 100.00% complete, but for the vast 
numbers of new $100s probably some rarities would arise in the form of notes that had escaped destruction.  So 
common sense prevailed, and the great majority of the Series 2009 notes were released into circulation but not 
apparently until early in 2016 and with very little fanfare..  Before continuing with this saga, let us look at the 
production data for both types of new $100 FRNs. 

Series      Letter     No. Dist.     No. Blocks    Total Notes    No. Stars    Stars Printed    Star Rate 
1996           A         12 / --     49 / --    4.208 B         7 / --    32.70 M          0.78% 
1999           B         11 / --     12 / --    0.512 B         2 / --      7.36 M          1.44% 
2001           C         12 / --     19 / --    1.152 B         4 / --      5.76 M          0.50% 
2003           D         12 / --     16 / --    1.021 B         4 / --      7.17 M          0.70% 
2003A        F         12 / --   22 / --    1.538 B         4 / --      6.56 M          0.43% 
2006           I          12 / 3     49 / 6    4.515 B         6 / 2   31.42 M          0.70% 
2006A        K        12 / 2      37 / 5   3.542 B          5 / 1            18.02 M         0.51% 

2009  J           6 / 8  8 / 14           1.440 B          3 / 5     86.85 M          6.03% 
2009A        L          5 /12      8 / 80  7.267 B          2 / 11          79.70 M          1.10% 
2013           M         -- / 4       -- / 11           0.861 B          -- / 2              8.32 M          0.97% 

Several of the series for $100 FRNs had unusually large productions.  This was especially true for Series 
1996 where the Treasury Department was apparently interested in replacing as many of the notes of earlier types 
as possible with these newly designed varieties.  The New York district had an especially large printing.  There 
are a total of 24 block varieties plus a star note.  There appears to be one rarity in this series.  It is the Cleveland 
star note for which only 160,000 examples were printed.  Up through Series 2003A all $100 FRNs were printed 
in DC, and for Series 2006 and 2006A the majority of the notes were also printed in DC rather than FW.  Once 
the production of colorized $100 FRNs got underway, however, production largely switched to Fort Worth. 

The production difficulties encountered with Series 2009 are obvious from these data.  A star rate of 6.03% 
among recent BEP productions is most unusual.  Two star note varieties that will never become rare are the B* 
note printed in DC and the L* note printed in FW.  These had production totals of 29.44 million and 38.40 
million, respectively.  Such totals were previously unheard of for replacement notes of the $100 denomination. 
On the other hand only 640,000 L* notes are recorded as having been printed in Series 2013.  These data are 
complete through June, 2017.   Although Series 2009A had an enormous production total, the same cannot be 
said of Series 2013.  This series features the signatures of Rios and Low, and was initiated at Fort Worth in 
October, 2013.  For some reason, however, there was no production of this series between April, 2015 and 
January, 2017.  Huge numbers of $100s were printed in this interval, but they were all Series 2009A. 
Production of Series 2013 $100s has resumed in recent months, but their totals are dwarfed by those of Series 
2009A.  Note that production of $100 notes has now shifted entirely to the Fort Worth facility.  

Since the Trump administration has now been in office for more than eight months, it is a bit odd that 
Series 2017 notes featuring an initial block letter N and the signatures of Steven Mnuchin and Jovita Carranza 
have not yet gone into production.  I don’t assume that the Series 2013 notes will remain in production for very 
much longer. 

Although I have not discussed error notes thus far in this article, one prominent error on Series 1996 $100s 
was observed soon after they appeared in circulation.  It seems that all of these were on notes from the New 
York district, and they occurred when the notes were printed on sheets of paper had been inserted the wrong 
way so that the plastic strip and watermark were both on the wrong sides.  Initial prices as high as $700 or $800 
be being asked, but enough of these errors appeared in the market for their current values to be substantially 
less.  The notes are currently printed on sheets of paper that have special notches in their edges that are different 
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for each denomination, and this makes it near impossible for notes of a given value to be printed on the wrong 
stock.  This would be even truer of the colorized notes.  To my knowledge no wrong stock errors have ever 
appeared on the new FRNs of Series 1996 or later. 

Millions of Series 2009 $100 notes were printed that had gutter folds, and some of these have probably 
passed into circulation.  These are errors to look for, but they should not be especially rare.  The new colorized 
notes seem thus far to have thwarted the best of the international counterfeiters, but I have seen a few fakes.  My 
advice when handling the new colorized $100s is to always tilt the note a few times to see that the bells in the 
holographic strip do move up and down.  This feature would be extremely difficult to reproduce with almost all 
types of copying equipment.  

There are ten basic types of these notes, i. e., both non-colorized and colorized varieties for each of the five 
denominations.  In terms of total productions these are as follows: 

  $5  non-col.       6.740 B         colorized       6.426 B        total face value   $ 65.83 B 
$10  non-col.       3.348 B         colorized       5.730 B     90.75  B 
$20  non-col.     12.339 B         colorized     23.670 B        720.20  B 
$50  non-col.       1.939 B         colorized       2.914 B        242.65  B 

     $100  non-col.   16.483 B         colorized       9.627 B     2,611.40  B 

 Collecting the various varieties of these notes can range from the trivial to the near-impossible.  A very 
basic collection would consist of ten notes, i. e., one of each basic type.  Slightly more challenging would be to 
obtain one normal (i. e., non-star) and one star note for each of the ten basic types.  Although you are unlikely to 
find all ten possibilities for the star notes in high grade in circulating money, there are no rarities here and 
completing this project should be fairly easy. 

I have taken a more challenging project by obtaining one note for each series and denomination.  I have 
ignored whether the notes were printed in DC or FW and whether they are stars or non-stars.  There are a total 
of 40 different series varieties in non-star form from Series 1996 through 2013, and a complete set of star notes 
assembled in this fashion would consist of 39 varieties, since the $5 note of Series 2006 with the older design 
(letter H) does not exist in star form.  Assembling a complete set of all 40 of these varieties in non-star form 
should prove to be relatively easy, but I expect that assembling a complete set of all 39 stars in high grade will 
prove to be rather difficult even though none of the varieties are acknowledged as being rare. 

If you are a district or block collector, then things become a good deal more difficult.  Although $1 and $2 
FRNs are normally collected in district sets, this becomes more challenging for the higher denominations, since 
stocks of district sets are not usually marketed for these.  Nonetheless this table gives you an idea of the 
challenge that you would be facing: 

   $5  non-colorized       districts  63        blocks  107         stars  16 
 colorized       42  91   13 

$10   non-colorized       districts  53        blocks   70          stars  17 
      colorized      48        84         14    

$20   non-colorized       districts  39        blocks  156        stars   19 
 colorized       87       305        39 

$50   non-colorized      districts   24   blocks   36         stars     6 
 colorized       55        64       13   

   $100   non-colorized      districts   83          blocks  215        stars   35 
      colorized           35      120     23 

 In this table I have treated the DC and FW printings as distinct varieties, and these are complete through 
June, 2017.  These data basically speak for themselves.  I would be surprised if anyone has succeeded in 
completing a block collection of the Series 1996 – 2013 notes for all five denominations.  By far the most 
extensive collection that was ever attempted for small-size FRNs was the so-called Taylor-Family Collection 
that was sold by Heritage in 2005.  Among many other things it featured numerous district sets of small-size 
FRNs from $5 to $100, but demand for these items is still fairly limited.  Getting comprehensive block sets of 
recent FRNs – especially $20s, $50s, and $100s – is a challenge that few collectors seem willing to undertake.  

Since 1981 the BEP has been selling FRNs in uncut sheet form.  The emphasis is on $1 and $2 notes, but 
all five of the denominations under review here are available.  For the first time $100 notes in uncut form are 
being offered.   These are of Series 2009A from the Atlanta district.  In addition to strips of four, blocks of 8 and 
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half-sheets 16 are also available.  The $10, $20, and $50 notes that are currently offered are all of Series 2009. 
In addition uncut blocks of $10 notes of Series 2003, 2004A, and 2006; uncut blocks of $20 notes of Series 
1996, 2004, 2004A, and 2006; and uncut blocks of $50 notes of Series 2004 and 2006 were previously offered. 
As might be expected, notes for $5 in blocks or full sheets have a somewhat more extensive sales history. 
Unlike the higher denominations the $5 notes are also available in full sheets of 32 subjects.  Currently the notes 
of Series 2013 are being offered in block or sheet form.  Previously $5 notes of Series 2001, 2003, 2003A, 2006, 
and 2009 were also offered for sale.  For further information contact the BEP at its website 
www.moneyfactory.gov.  

The BEP has also offered a number of complete district sets for notes of the $2, $5, $10, $20, and $50 
denominations.  For $5 notes there have been two different sets. The first of these was called the Premium 
Federal Reserve set, and it contained Series 1999 notes with low number serials beginning with 301.  It was 
marketed for $515.  In 2006 another special set was marketed for just under $300 as the Lincoln Freedom 
collection.  It contained 12 notes of Series 2006 with serials beginning with 301.  Two special sets of $10 notes 
have also been marketed.  The first was marketed for $575 in 2001 and consisted of notes of Series 1999 with 
serials at the high end of their ranges.  The second $10 set was sold for just under $360 and consisted of Series 
2004A notes with serials beginning with 301.  The first set of $20 FRNs was marketed in 1999 and consisted of 
notes of Series 1996 with serials in the range 301 to 2300.  It was sold by the BEP for $695, and initially 
collector response was strong.  Asking prices as high as $1500 were achieved on the secondary market, but after 
a couple of years the collector prices fell sharply.  In 2004 a double set of $20 and $50 notes of Series 2004 was 
marketed as the Premium Evolutions collection.  A full set of all 12 pairs was offered for $1700, but these notes 
could also be ordered for individual districts.  Once again the notes had low serial numbers beginning with 301. 
There were so many difficulties connected with the initial production of Series 2009 and 2009A $100 FRNs that 
the BEP did not even consider the possibility of marketing sets of these items.  The only $100 item that is being 
marketed specifically for collectors is the Atlanta district note of Series 2009A that is offered in uncut blocks. 
Note that all sets involving notes with low serial numbers begin with the serial number 301.  The first two 
special collections of $2 notes both contained notes beginning with items that ended in 0001.  Such sets would 
have enormous premium values, and it was felt that initiating the serial numbers on collector sets with the 
number 301 would eliminate any complaints that might arise about possibly unfair distributions of potential 
rarities.  Although the collector response was initially enthusiastic on some of these products, I think that one 
can say that it is now lukewarm at best.  Note also that the second offerings of $5 and $10 special district sets 
were sold by the BEP at much lower prices than were first sets of these items.  

The designs of our current FRNs should remain unchanged for the next few years, but there is now serious 
talk about radically changing the design of the $20 note.   It seems likely that the portrait of Andrew Jackson 
will be replaced with that of a 19th century female African American leader.  There was also some talk of 
removing the portrait of Alexander Hamilton on the $10 note, but it seems that Andrew Jackson will be the first 
person of this currently quite familiar quintet to go.  One other item that I should note is that the present cost for 
producing a $1 or $2 note is about 5.5 cents.  The $5, $10, $20, and $50 notes all require special inks, 
watermarks, and UV sensitive threads, and these cost about 10.5 cents each to manufacture.  The $100 notes 
also have more special inks and a holographic strip, and these now cost about 15 cents each to make.  Doubtless 
there has been some attention paid to the possibility of adopting polymer plastic on one or more of the 
denominations, but for the foreseeable future, the Federal Reserve is sticking with paper for its notes. 

One other topic that often is discussed is the possibility of doing away with $100 notes and possibly $50 
notes as well.  This idle chatter strikes me as sheer lunacy.  As the data that I have presented in this article 
clearly indicate, well over 80% of the total face value in FRNs is now in the form of $100 notes.  It is also well 
known that more than 80% of the U. S. currency in circulation is also abroad.  The American taxpayers should 
welcome this joyfully, since in many cases American currency is stored by foreign investors who have faith in 
its stability.  This is coupled with the fact that Federal Reserve Notes pay no interest.  Although useful in 
domestic retail trade, $5 and $10 notes play almost no role in international commerce. If you have trouble 
believing this, just compare the current production data on $5s and $10s with those on $20s and $100s.  I do 
favor the removal of $1 notes from circulation and their replacement with $1 coins.  Coins for $2 would also 
make sense, but please, let us have something like the Canadian bi-metallic $2 coins and not the shrunken-down 
version of a $2 coin that Australians are forced to use.   Doing away with notes under $5 would save us more 
than $500 million each year, and anyone who advocates the removal of $100 notes is simply grossly ignorant of 
the major role that they play in international commerce.  In closing this little essay I feel that some consideration 
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should be given to the possibility of issuing $200 notes.  Several entities such as the European Union and 
Switzerland are finding notes with this denomination (200 euros, 200 francs, etc.) quite useful.  The use of large 
numbers of $200 notes would relieve the intense pressure that is now felt on the $100 notes.  Unless a somewhat 
higher value note is brought into circulation, at the rate that things are now going in terms of face value the $100 
notes will constitute at least 90% of the total U. S. currency in circulation within a few years. 

The primary source on all recent issues of FRNs continues to be “U. S. Paper Money Serial Number 
Ranges.”  This website is updated monthly, and the productions at the DC and FW facilities are color coded.  I 
find this latter feature to be extremely helpful when I am working out production totals.  Robert Azpiazu’s book 
entitled Collector’s Guide to Modern Federal Reserve Notes, Series 1963 – 2009 that was published by 
Whitman in 2011 is also quite helpful on many of these issues.  The various editions of the Standard Guide to 
Small-Size U. S. Paper Money, 1929 to Date by John Schwartz and Scott Lindquist and published by Krause 
continue to provide huge amounts of useful data on these issues.  The large book that I co-authored with Gene 
Hessler entitled The Comprehensive Catalog of U. S. Paper Money, Seventh Edition that was published by the 
BNR Press in 2006 also provides much useful information, particularly on the earlier issues. 

I was almost a bit surprised that production of Series 2017 notes bearing the signatures of Carranza and 
Mnuchin was not initiated in April, 2017.  Certainly this will occur within the next couple of months.  There was 
talk of having some notes of Series 2017 in circulation before the end of the year, but clearly that has not 
happened. For the moment it seems as though the BEP has decided to produce all $5s at its DC facility and all 
$10, $50, and $100 notes at FW.  Production of the $20s will continue to be split between the two facilities.  The 
big question is when will production of the higher denominations be switched from 32-subject plates to 50 
subject plates?  This seems certain to occur within the new few years, but as was the case with the new, 
colorized $100a, unanticipated difficulties may arise in their production.   

GOOD  NEWS  !! 
In the previously issue of Paper Money I described in detail the foreign paper money items that were stolen 

from me in August of last year.  Fortunately most of these items have now been recovered, but from a South 
Florida location rather than from eastern Pennsylvania.  Two gentlemen of impeccable honesty were able to 
purchase most of these notes as a single lot before these were widely dispersed.  As might be expected, the U. S. 
currency and silver coins taken were not returned from what was stolen, but nearly all of the items that I 
described in the last issue of Paper Money were still there. 

All items of the Banco de Mexico have been recovered, but several notes of 1913-15 are still missing.  
These include 5P, 10P, 20P notes of 1913 of the Banco del Estado de Chihuahua, 1P, 5P, 10P, 20P notes of 
1913 of Monclova, a scarce 50P Infalsifiable (Carranza issue of 1915), a six-piece set of engraved notes (1915) 
from Sonora, a 20P note from Yucatan dated 1914, and a few others. 

Other Latin American notes missing include a 1000P specimen note of the Dominican Republic along with 
a set of three fractional specimen notes of 1961 from that country and three notes from Honduras including a 
500L note from 2012.  For Venezuela the 10,0000, 20,000, and 50,0000 Bs notes of 2001-05 along with a pack 
of the current 10 Bs notes dated 2013. 

Probably due to their exotic nature all of the Philippine WWII emergency notes and my large holding of 
special "currency" issued at military money shows were still intact.  The modern Philippine notes were all 
present except for the very large format 2000P of 1998 and the 1000P notes (both regular and star) that honored 
the 60th anniversary of the Central Bank in 2009.  The large-size 50 and 100 won notes of 1959 (serials 700538 
and 32809) of North Korea were missing, as were a number of other large-format notes from Germany, Russia. 
and several other countries.  The most important coin item was a set of about two dozen Israeli silver 
commemorative coins of 1958-82 housed in a large plastic holder. 

Most likely these missing notes and other items were marketed sometime during September, 2017 and most 
probably in Broward County, Florida.  If you have acquired any notes of these types within this timeframe, 
please do contact me at P. O. Box 804, Kutztown, PA  19530 (post), 610 - 683 - 6572 (telephone), 
or  crchamblissh62@gmail.com.   I am paying rewards for their recovery.  Again my thanks go out to the two 
individuals resident in South Florida who have been so helpful to me in recovering most of the stolen items.  
Both of these gentlemen wish to remain anonymous.       
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